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5CITIZENSHIP
Every day at Seneca, our students learn much more than the skills and expertise they’ll need to succeed in their 
profession.  We’re not just graduating great pilots and animators and entrepreneurs and social service workers, but men 
and women who understand the value of, and who are capable of, full and active citizenship. And that’s what the Green 
Citizen campaign is all about. It’s about recognizing the extension of citizenship beyond any physical boundaries to 
encompass community engagement, respect for each other and, yes, the environmental imperative in the way we live 
and work. It’s about moving beyond a polite acknowledgement and concern on environmental issues to fundamentally 
changing our understanding of the difference each of us, and all of us, can make.

Great societies are built by great citizens.  And green societies are built by green citizens.   
Congratulations for signing on to the Green Citizen Campaign!

David Agnew,  President.

GREAT 
SOCIETIES 
ARE BuILT 
By GREAT 
CITIZENS.



PLANETARY BOUNDARIES

7BOuNDARIES
Nature has many tipping points or boundaries.  When human activities exceed these boundaries, the earth’s stablity is 
disrupted. This infographic shows human activity’s impact has gone beyond the boundary line for both bio-diversity loss 
and nitrogen/phosphorous loading. It also shows that human impact is in danger of exceeding recommended tipping 
points for ocean acidification and freshwater use. At their simplest level, these boundaries can describe a declining 
number of fish in the ocean or an increase in average temperatures in the Arctic. Gradually rising temperatures will 
lead to the melting of the permafrost in northern places. This process in turn will release even more harmful methane 
gases stored in the permafrost which then increases the greenhouse gas effect in the atmosphere. This results in even 
more releases over which humans have no control, and so it goes with each change driving another.

Planetary

Climate Change 

Rate of Biodiversity Loss 

Nitrogen/ Phosphorus Cycle 

Stratospheric Ozone Depletion 

Ocean Acidification 

Global Freshwater Use 

Change in Land Use 

Atmospheric Aerosol Loading 

Chemical Pollution

Area of critical concern

Currently considered within safe range

Area with lack of data

BOUNDARY



8 9SINKS
Sources and

Sources are the air we breathe, the water we drink, and the soil in which our food is grown. It’s also the fuel that  
heats or cools our living places, the rare earth minerals which form part of cell phones and wind turbines,  
and the forests providing for a diversity of life.

Sinks are places for depositing wastes including the atmosphere in which carbon releases contribute to climate 
unpredictability, and water bodies in which human activity along with pollutants off driveways and from ships,  
as well as drugs flushed down toilets, poison drinking water and deplete fish stocks.



10 11INSTITuTIONS
On the role of post-secondary

Our educational institutions have a powerful opportunity to raise awareness, build engagement of students,  and 
set an example as innovative change-makers. By harnessing and magnifying the interest and energy of students, 
faculty and staff for the need to create a sustainable future for all, post-secondary institutions have an awesome 
role to play in incubating social innovation, helping to form the basis of progressive public policy, and engaging 
the leaders of tomorrow. Here we are. What can we do?

THE GREATEST SKILLS  
AND OPPORTuNITIES IN  

THE fuTuRE LIE IN  
OuR RESPONSE TO A  

CHANGING wORLD.



12 13SENECA
A cornerstone of Seneca’s Vision Statement is to “prepare today’s learners for tomorrow’s careers and professions”. 
This vision was in evidence when Seneca created the Centre for the Built Environment in 1996, the first Canadian 
College department of its kind. Seneca expanded its commitment in 2009 by creating the Office of Eco-Seneca 
initiatives (OESi), developed to embed the environmental imperative across ALL Seneca academic programs and 
to provide resources for each department to track their success. Seneca has recognized that the time is right to 
rally its transformational  ability once more –  to  lead the way towards a future of opportunity and sustainable 
growth for Senecans, the larger community, and our planet as a whole.   



GREEN INITIATIvES14

Seneca’s

Seneca College introduces, experiments with, and researches a variety of green initiatives, including:

•  Growing vegetables by students and staff in a community garden throughout the spring and summer.  
 Donations of food have been made to the Yonge Street Mission. 

•  Displaying, on a kiosk, the electricity consumption in the newly constructed LEED accredited building  
 at Newnham Campus and the ways students and staff are contributing to conservation. 

•  Implementing a technologically advanced composting system contributing to a zero waste outcome 
 in its food preparation areas. 

•  Providing an environmentally robust learning experience in an outdoor, solar powered and fully wired, 35 seat   
 classroom at the King Campus. 
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Who is a Green 
Citizen 

It’s   You

Regardless of where you seek a first job or further career 

challenges, the environmental imperative will be an 

increasingly significant part of your world – either a 

small but necessary piece, or the central purpose for 

which that organization exists. So as one solitary person, 

why ultimately should you act? Because not only will such 

action improve your personal choices and options, it will make 

you more adaptable to changes in the workplace and in the world 

around you. finally it will position you for leadership roles in the 

increasingly public nature of the environmental challenges we face.



18 19LEARNING SITE
A Public

www.thegreencitizen.ca

The Green Citizen, developed by Seneca College,  provides an overview of the 
environmental imperative. It is available as a publicly accessible learning site. 

How do I Become a Green Citizen Card Holder?

The Green Citizen Card tells the world, including your employer and friends, that you 
are aware of the role the environmental imperative plays in the workplace and where 
you live. Those seeking recognition as a Green Citizen, and receiving their Green Citizen 
Card and its benefits, as well as organizations interested in upgrading their staff, should 
contact us for registration details through our website at: www.thegreencitizen.ca

Scan to visit:

Scan to explore polar ice conditions:

EVERY DAY IS EARTH DAY Introduction

About the Green Citizen

Seneca Homepage Help

What is the Green Citizen?

What is the Green Citizen?

Learning Outcomes

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Resources Credits

The Green Citizen is a Seneca College campaign providing Seneca 
students, the broader Seneca community of staff, alumni, and associates, 
as well as external individuals and organizations with an appreciation of 
the role the environment plays in both their lives and careers. At its core is 

the Green Citizen three hour learning module embedding this environmental imperative within the broader 
scope of learning, career enhancement, and public commitment as engaged citizens.

The Green Citizen describes environmental issues and your individual impact, details the 
“human-environment” ecological connection, provides commentary from industry leaders on the 
importance of this knowledge, and examines how an eco appreciation will enhance your career and 
lifestyle opportunities by contributing to a healthier world.

This module is available as a public resource for those who would like learn more about the environment. 
Maximum benefit however is achieved by registering in the Green Citizen process. After registering, you 
will participate in the online discussion portion, contribute to the green citizen social media opportunity and 
on completion submit your request for your personal Green Citizen Card.

GREEN
CITIZEN
CARD
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Thought
Those registering undertake a series of small exercises, and 
then are eligible to receive the Green Citizen Card. The learning 
handbook, as well as additional on-line resources and future 
benefits are also provided. If you are already a Card holder let 
others know about this Green Citizen opportunity.

Learn about river restoration
with leading thinker Dr. Jenny Mant

Learn about the business of sustainability 
 with leading thinker Bob Willard

LEADERS

Green Citizen Card



23THE wATER I DRINK, THE AIR I BREATHE, THE  

PLACE I LIvE, ARE PART Of my ECO-APPRECIATION  

Of THIS wORLD. I APPROACH IT wITH RESPONSIBILITy  

AND OBLIGATION fOR THE fuTuRE, RECOGNIZING  

THE OPPORTuNITy IT PROvIDES fOR my HEALTH,  

SECuRITy, AND SuCCESS.



24 25yOu THINK?
we asked students... what do

Fifty Seneca students were asked: “What would it take to get Seneca students excited 
about being Green Citizens?” Participants were invited to brainstorm ideas that would raise 
awareness, generate interest and enthusiasm among fellow students for the campaign. 
Hundreds of ideas were generated – ranging from contests and competitions, Green 
Citizen Card benefits, Social and Academic events and large quantities of green paint 
were among them. The word cloud opposite shows a randomized selection of the 
words most often used. 



27RESOuRCES
Recipients of the Green Citizen Card are maintained on a Registry of qualified card members and are 
provided with access to the Green Citizen’s Resources page. This bonus feature is continually enhanced. 

Resources include:

•  The Academic Green Transect (AGT) 
•  20 Characteristics of an Organization Addressing 
 the Environmental Imperative  
• Contemplating Changes Where We Live  
• What is Urban Sustainability?  

• Environmental Footprint Methodology Document  
• 400 metres as the meaning of life  
• Urban Regeneration  
• Seneca College Garden Report  
• Brownfield Policies In Ontario & Illinois



29GREEN CITIZEN
why I want to be a

A Green Citizen is a more valued employee. Knowledge of an environmental obligation supports career 
prospects by encouraging you to examine ways of furthering an employer’s success by:

• Attending to regulations in the workplace and for improving public health 
• Appreciating organizational steps to manage resources and energy use 
• Creating imaginative ways to do more with less, and realize new revenue streams 
• Transforming an organization through distinct environmental measures 
• Enhancing an organization’s public identity so it attracts superior talent - YOU!
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Responsible printingCredits
As Green Citizens, it was important to us to make informed and responsible choices when producing this brochure. 
Among the many things to consider in order to print with the smallest ecological footprint:  raw materials, energy used, 
manufacturing processes and transportation. This brochure was printed locally on 1,884 lb(s) of Rolland Enviro 100 Print 
100% post-consumer by Warren’s Waterless Printing, one of the most progressive environmental printers in Canada. 

Copy 
Office of Eco-Seneca initiatives (OESi)
Sherri Gallowitz, RGD

Design & Illustration 
G Strategic Branding & Communications  gstrategic.ca
Planetary Boundaries graphic: Seneca College

Photography 
Covers, pages 3, 22, 25, 30:  S. Gallowitz, Dreamstime 
Pages 2, 12, 17:  Creative Commons / ItzAFineDay 
Page 16:  Creative Commons / LauBarnes
Pages 4, 12, 13, 14: Seneca College
Pages 6, 8, 28:  morgueFile
Page 10: Creative Commons / Coal Miki

EcoLogo provides a market incentive to manufacturers and suppliers of 
environmentally preferable products and services. The key criteria for 
paper: greenhouse air emissions, waste water discharge, solid waste, 
energy resources consumption and the use of recycled fiber.

The Forest Stewardship Council promotes responsible use of forest 
resources. FSC Recycled certifies the 100% post-consumer content of the 
product and FSC Mixed Sources certifies the production of well-managed 
forest resources, controlled fiber and recycled fiber. 

Warren’s is recognized by the Ontario Ministry of the 
Environment, for demonstrating leadership in the 
preservation of the environment by using environmentally 
friendly processes and increased efficiencies.

Printer is ISO 14001 certified.

You can put it in your pocket
You can pass it to a friend
But if you DO discard it
Please recycle in the end

16 trees  1 tennis court

59,001 L of water 169 days of water consumption

894 kg of waste  18 waste containers

2,323 kg CO2  15,539 km driven

26 GJ  121,468 60W light bulbs for one hour

7 kg NOX  emissions of one truck during 21 days

*Generated by : www.cascades.com/calculatorSources : Environmental Paper Network (EPN)  www.papercalculator.org

Environmental Calculator*

Compared to products in the industry made with 100% virgin fiber, the environmental savings are:
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Seneca Green Citizen
Brand EXPLOraTIOn SESSIOn

Case Study

8

Building Green 
Citizenship 
through direct  
Consultation

Seneca College has been a leader in the field of sustainability for years, notably by creating the Centre for the Built 
Environment in 1996, the first Canadian college department of its kind. The College expanded its commitment in 2009 by 
creating the Office of Eco-Seneca initiatives (OESi, developed to promote awareness and increase knowledge of 
environmental and sustainability issues throughout Seneca, and beyond. In 2011 OESi initiated the Green Citizen project, to 
raise awareness among Seneca students and the broader Seneca community of the role the environment plays in both their 
lives and careers. G Strategic was asked to help articulate Green Citizen by drafting a written report in July 2011.  

The next phase was to consult with Green Citizen campaign’s primary target group – the students. G Strategic designed and 
facilitated a series of “brandstorming” sessions to question student’s environmental attitudes and explore their potential 
engagement prior to the Green Citizen launch in the fall of 2012. Three classes of Seneca students were asked: “What 
would it take to get ALL Seneca students excited about being Green Citizens?” Participants were invited to brainstorm ideas 
that would raise awareness, generate interest and enthusiasm among their fellow students for the campaign. The students 
enthusiastically engaged in the activity, generating hundreds of suggestions ranging from the academically focused to the 
social and community-based. Somewhat surprising trends emerged –  for example there was less focus on social and other 
digital media, but a stronger emphasis on low-tech social activities and events.

Direct consultation allows an organization to base communications strategy on solid ground, increasing the probability of 
successfully reaching strategic objectives. The insights revealed and the ideas generated can be mined for future use and 
inspiration as a campaign moves past the initial launch stage, to foster maximum buy-in and ongoing relevance to the 
targeted stakeholder group. G Strategic believes strongly in the added value of direct consultation!

G STRATEGIC BRANDING & COMMUNICATIONS >  Sherri Gallowitz, rGd,   |   t: 416.519. 7795   c: 416.702.8794   |  e: sherri@gstrategic.ca



Seneca College Green Citizen
DESIGN A CAMPAIGN TO CREATE A GREENER COLLEGE, COMMUNITY, AND FUTURE.

Case Study

3

Building Green 
Citizenship at 
Seneca College

In 2011, Seneca College, already a Canadian leader in post secondary environmenal programming, laid the groundwork for a 
multi-faceted intitiative intended to take the college’s environmental focus to the next level. Green Citizen is an awareness 
campaign, engagement strategy and curriculum unit rolled into one. At the heart of the campaign is the “Green Citizen 
Manifesto”, a personal pledge to “Live Green, Be Aware” – ideally translating into a life-long committment. The initiative’s goal is 
to embed environmental issues into every Seneca department, encourage positive behaviours, demonstrate that fluency in these 
issues will enhance career prospects, and create successive waves of citizens dedicated to greening their professions, community, 
and planet, and future. 

I was asked to help articulate Green Citizen by co-drafting a written report in July 2011. The next step 
was to consult with Seneca students. G Strategic designed and facilitated a series of brand exploration 
sessions to help foster student engagement. Participants were asked: “What would it take to get students 
excited about being Green Citizens?” These brainstorm sessions netted hundreds of creative ideas to raise 
awareness, generate interest and enthusiasm for the project. A website, thegreencitizen.ca was launched 
to serve as a preliminary resource hub.G Strategic was then asked to conceptualize and design a 32-page 
“Green Citizen Handbook”. I was involved in every aspect of the project, from creative concept and design 
direction to copywriting and custom photo-illustration. Design is evocative of early twentieth century political posters, in keeping 
with the “activist” mandate of the campaign. Content contextualizes the issues for students, discusses the role of post-secondary 
institutions in general and Seneca College in particular in creating positive change, and provides further educational resources for 
students, faculty, staff, and the wider community.

In keeping with the environmental focus of the project, great care was taken in producing it. Resource conservation influenced the 
decision to design a small (pocket-sized) publication. The Green Citizen Handbook was printed locally on100% post-consumer-
waste paper on a waterless press. To communicate this focus on sustainable printing, a detailed account of the process and the 
minimized carbon footprint appears on the last page of the booklet. Green Citizen is an ongoing initiative of Seneca College. 

Brand Exploration Session

G STRATEGIC BRANDING & COMMUNICATIONS >  Sherri Gallowitz, RGD,   |   t: 416.519. 7795   c: 416.702.8794   |  e: sherri@gstrategic.ca

“Sherri provided outstanding conceptual input and, it goes without saying, marvellous graphic representation for the challenge facing 
Seneca College in developing a learning resource for its Green Citizen Campaign. She met multiple times with myself, with students, and 
with those in the wider environmental community to ensure the stories told and their associated images were clear, consistent and 
powerful. As such she went far beyond my initial expectations through her professional attention to the project description. The result is 
a design that will capture student and staff attention within the College and beyond. The learning handbook is intended to be the 
means for gaining their interest, ensuring their participation in a learning process, and ultimately carrying this experience into the ways 
they will interact with the world as citizens as well as broadening their own career opportunities. Do yourself a favour and meet with, 
challenge, and finally, engage Sherri in your creative process. It is resulting in extraordinary success for Seneca College.”

William Humber
Director

Office of Eco-Seneca initiatives (OESi)



G STRATEGIC BRANDING & COMMUNICATIONS >  Sherri Gallowitz, RGD,   |   t: 416.519. 7795   c: 416.702.8794   |  e: sherri@gstrategic.ca

Toronto Atmospheric Fund “the Power of Efficiency”
CASE STuDy: DESiGn A “viSion PiECE’ To CElEbRATE AnD To REbRAnD A ClimATE lEADER

leveraging
the Power of
Efficiency of TAF 

... and Design 
Thinking

Established in 1991 as the world’s first municipal climate agency, Toronto Atmospheric Fund 
is dedicated to helping the city, its residents and businesses reduce their climate footprint. 
Internationally recognized for its innovative and effective programs, TAF has helped the city save 
$55 million on energy costs while helping citizens to live in healthier communities. 

In 2011 TAF celebrates 20 years of leadership and success. The agency and their partner Green Living 
Communications commissioned G Strategic to design a 16-page “Vision” brochure to communicate 
TAF’s technical, financial, and social innovation expertise, and its ever-expanding relevance in 
“greening” Canada’s largest city.

More than a simple one-off printed piece, the Power of Efficiency brochure is designed as the basis
of an organizational re-brand to be rolled out across all subsequent printed and digital media. As altering  
the wordmark was not an option, this had to be accomplished through the establishment of a graphic “toolkit”.  
A further design challenge: clearly communicate TAF’s unique business model to a diverse audience of potential  
as well as current partners and investors.

G Strategic created a photo treatment that is distinctive and dramatic, making the most of TAF’s orange/blue colour 
palette. An outlined font effect adds personality and subtly conveys precision and expertise. The most distinctive 
element of the “toolkit” is a proprietary illustration style evocative of schematic technical/architectural drawings. 
The digitally rendered illustrations have the double advantage of supporting as well as clarifying the text, as needed.

Toronto Atmospheric Fund was delighted with the design thinking and resulting foundation design piece establishing 
TAF as a powerful brand, confidently leading Toronto towards a greener future.

 “Sherri goes beyond simple design to really look deeply at the communication challenges being addressed. She brings   
   a lot of value added to her high quality design work.”  Brad Cundiff, Principal, Green Living Communications

Bookmark



Sustainable Studio
Creating a bilingual brand

Case Study
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The RGD (Registered Graphic Designers of Ontario) created “Sustainable Studio”, a program inviting creative studios to 
minimize the carbon footprint associated with running a graphic design business. Studios of varying sizes can carbon offset 
the energy produced by the studio through the partnership between LivClean and RGD Ontario, and by agreeing to adopt 
additional steps that will reduce office energy consumption and contribute to a healthier planet.

RGD Ontario asked G Strategic to create the visual identity for Sustainable Studio. The chosen logo features a revolving, and 
evolving, letter ‘S’. The simple and elegant graphic references renewal, nature, wind and solar energy, and change.

The identity is functional and elegant. RGD Ontario membership of professional designers sets the bar very high for any 
design produced by our association – this identity totally fit the bill.

An RGD / LivClean 
Initiative
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G STRATEGIC BRANDING & COMMUNICATIONS >  Sherri gallowitz, rgd,   |   t: 416.519. 7795   c: 416.702.8794   |  e: sherri@gstrategic.ca
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Climate Spark Social  Venture Challenge
brandInG Canada’S GrEEnEST OnLInE COMPETITIOn 

Case Study

11

Climate Spark Social Venture Challenge is an exciting online competition that invites Canada’s “green” entrepreneurs to 
compete for a front-row seat in the emerging low-carbon economy and a chance, among other benefits, to secure 
significant investment funding. Climate Spark is a shared initiative of Toronto Atmospheric Fund, the Social Venture 
Exchange, Toronto Community Foundation,  and the Centre for Social innovation.

G Strategic was asked to create a trio of sub-brands for the event as it entered its second year: Ignite, 
Accelerate and Launch, to identify each of three distinct phases of the competition. The creative brief called for 
a series of options to complement the existing branding, a faceless figure clutching a light bulb featuring a 
graphic spark element. G Strategic presented several options, including one that included a proposed redesign 
of the existing branding. My justification for this was that rather than consider the sub-brands as simple 
add-ons, the argument could be made that new comprehensive (and simplified) branding would be a preferable 
route to take. (The existing mark was rather complex and did not translate well into one colour or very small 

applications. The client was not very attached to it, had some reservations about the clichéd usage of a light bulb symbolizing 
ideas, particularly the unfortunate choice of an incandescent light bulb, etc.) Colours were 
maintained, moving into the second year, as a legacy of the inaugural branding. 

All four organizations concurred, and the new identity was adopted to carry Climate Spark 
Social Venture Challenge into the future. G Strategic was then asked to design an 
interactive web site to host the competition, as well as a series of half-page ads to  
promote the event, which appeared in the Toronto Star. The final phase of this year’s event, 
Launch, was celebrated at a gala on February 7th 2012.

Launch
ClimateSparkClimateSpark ClimateSpark

Accelerate

Brad Cundiff
 Principal

Green Living Communications

” Sherri goes beyond simple design to really look deeply at the 
communication challenges being addressed. She brings a lot of value 
added to her high quality design work. “

Print ads

Old logo
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design an online  
competition to 
inspire a  
community

Climate Spark Social Venture Challenge (climatespark.ca) is an exciting online competition that invites Canada’s “green” 
entrepreneurs to compete for a front-row seat in the emerging low-carbon economy and a chance, among other benefits,  
to secure significant investment funding. Climate Spark is a shared initiative of Toronto Atmospheric Fund, the Social Venture 
Exchange, Toronto Community Foundation,  and the Centre for Social innovation.

G Strategic to was asked to create the visual identity for Climate Spark Social 
Venture Challenge as well as a trio of sub-brands: Ignite, Accelerate and Launch, 
to design a series of print ads to promote the event, and to design an interactive 
web site to host the competition.

The Climate Spark Social Venture Challenge web site invited green entrepreneurs 
to submit their social venture ideas and for the public to browse, comment, 
register, and vote on their favourites. This highly interactive CMS site features a 
points tracker, top entries ranking, tag cloud, and more. 

” Sherri goes beyond simple design to really look deeply at the communication challenges being addressed.
   She brings a lot of value added to her high quality design work. “

Brad Cundiff
 Principal

Green Living Communications

climatespark.ca

print ads

visual identity

Climate Spark Social Venture Challenge
brandInG and wEb dESIGn fOr Canada’S GrEEnEST OnLInE COMPETITIOn 

Case Study



Sherri Gallowitz, RGD – Inspiring Change 

 

After over twenty years as a graphic designer and Art Director in the corporate sector, Sherri 

Gallowitz, RGD, founded G Strategic Branding & Communications (gstrategic.ca) in 2010 to 

help progressive businesses and organizations in the social sectors by creating powerful and 

authentic print and digital design. Sherri brings her extensive experience to the not-for-profit, 

social services, educational, environmental, green tech, and arts & cultural sectors." Why cause 

marketing? It’s quite simple really. Throughout my career I’ve strived to do great work. Since I 

became a cause marketer, I’ve chosen to try and do work that’s not only great, but also good." 

she explains. 

 

In the environmental sector, Sherri has worked for the Nature Conservancy of Canada and 

Ontario Nature (fundraising marketing campaigns, with Wyers Communications). She designed 

the brand identity and web site for the Climate Spark Social Venture Competition, a yearly 

publicly-voted online competition pitting entrepreneurs in the green/environmental sectors 

against each other. For Toronto Atmospheric Fund, she designed a 24 page publication 

celebrating the organizations' 20th anniversary year of helping dramatically reduce Toronto's 

carbon footprint, and designed web sites for climatespark.ca and fleetwise.ca. Sherri serves on 

the Sustainability Committee of Registered Graphic Designers of Ontario. 
 

https://webmail.senecacollege.ca/owa/redir.aspx?C=5a9c6febc4d043c4bb6bedf71afecb3b&URL=http%3a%2f%2fgstrategic.ca
https://webmail.senecacollege.ca/owa/redir.aspx?C=5a9c6febc4d043c4bb6bedf71afecb3b&URL=http%3a%2f%2fclimatespark.ca
https://webmail.senecacollege.ca/owa/redir.aspx?C=5a9c6febc4d043c4bb6bedf71afecb3b&URL=http%3a%2f%2ffleetwise.ca

